Traditional
By Tom Clum

Stay Sharp for Hunting
F

irst of all, let me say this. It is quite while on a hunt should rarely happen. favorites are the SGT and the judo.
possible that your shooting will If you are selective about what you are
During your summer preparation
never degrade more than during shooting at and are aware of the back- and practice, variety is my main recthe time of hunting season. You practice ground (where your arrow may deflect ommendation. Of course, 3-D shootwith intensity all summer with great and skip off to), you will rarely break ing is hard to beat but I like to add a
anticipation for the upcoming hunts, or lose an arrow. On backpack hunts, few scored indoor rounds in the mix. If
then, right from the first day of hunting, I carry a couple of extras just in case. I you are shooting for a score, it is really
you are so busy getting after the crit- am not very concerned about using up more beneficial because every arrow
ters, you simply do not shoot much. It a bow quiver full of arrows trying to get has value; therefore, concentration is
has happened to me and I have talked one elk; I just want to make sure I have applied to every shot.
about this with many others who agree, more than one stump shooter in case I
I would never recommend just
so I know that there are many of you get careless.
shooting arrows and calling it “pracwho can relate.
Many believe and I tend to agree tice.” Each subsequent shot is a product
Second of all, let me say this. If that stump shooting is the very best of every arrow shot before it. If you
you shoot a traditional bow, there is practice for hunting. This is because you made a poorly executed shot, congratusimply no excuse for it. With a recurve are shooting just one focused arrow at lations; you just made yourself worse.
or a longbow, the sixth arrow in your a time at unknown and/or varying dis- You imprinted every movement into
quiver needs to be accessorized with a tances. You should shoot across creeks, your brain and neural pathways. If you
blunt, an adder point behind a field tip, up and down hills, at long and short executed a shot well (whether you hit a
a judo, an SGT (small game thumper ranges and across side hills (just like the bull’s-eye or not), you just made yourself
from VPA) or some other point that will shot you might get at an animal). You better because that is what you have
keep the arrow from snaking under the will be in your hunting clothes and pack imprinted.
grass while you “stump shoot.” And what and any hang-ups related to what you
I can work on technical parts of my
a joy it is to shoot at7/20/2019
random things are wearing will be exposed.
shot much better on an indoor round
DCS_3485.jpg
at random distances while you walk
Below, I have shown a variety of because I am scoring 60 arrows in a row.
back to camp. I will do this alone but stump-shooting options. My personal It is harder on a 3-D course because
it is really fun to do it with a
I am only shooting a couple
shooting partner. If you are
before a break between tarwith a hunting partner, there
gets. I do not, however, shoot
will always be some trashtoo much indoors during the
talking going on, which adds
summer because I do not want
needed distraction and, of
to get stale at 20 yards. My
course, is giggling fun.
mind must see many varyIf you shoot a compound,
ing trajectory paths to stay
I can understand why you do
sharp at unknown or varynot do this. It is because you
ing distances. I purposefully
commonly blow up a $15
shoot under overhangs and
arrow while shooting at a
from funky positions. I need to
stick, a dirt clod or any other
know by the look of the overthing you decide to try and
hang if my arrow will arc into
skewer. I have talked to many
it or not. It will surprise you
a compound shooter who
just how high your trajectory
has expressed their envy for This selection shows four of the popular point options for setting is at its peak. You need to know
up stump shooting arrows. The Adder Point, at the top, fits behind a
the ability to have fun like field point and the spring-loaded Zwickey Judo, at the bottom, has that before you take a shot at
this at any time you are in been popular for decades. In between are a slip-on rubber blunt an animal. Occasionally, it is
the woods. With a traditional (second from bottom) and the Small Game Thumper (SGT) from fun and worthwhile to drive
bow, any lack of shooting Vantage Point Archery.
to some open ground and do
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some good ole stumping.
Another thing that is ultra-important to a hunter preparing their shooting for a hunting season is to seek
pressure. When you are feeling pressure, it is a whole different experience
than shooting in your backyard alone.
Your body will add muscle contraction
somewhere and you need to identify it
and cognitively make adjustments for it.
If shooting in front of other people
freaks you out, by all means, find a way
to shoot in front of other people. Enter
a 3-D tournament or go to a crowded
archery range. You must find 7/20/2019
out how
your body reacts to pressure so that it is
not a new experience when an animal is
in front of you.
Here is what to expect. At first, it
will cause you to fail. It will make you
mad. Use this anger only to make you
more determined to make the next shot
better. Place your focus on the process
of shooting a great shot, not the result.
Learn to focus through the distraction
or pressure and make a good shot. You
will. And then the confidence bubble
will grow and it will be time to seek
the next level of pressure. Fail, learn to
concentrate through it and get more
confidence. Then seek the next level of
pressure you can find. Shoot with your
hunting partners and haze the dickens
out of each other at full draw. You will
eventually learn that you can actually
use the pressure to concentrate instead
of letting it defeat you.
One reason that many do not have
a blunt or judo in their quiver is that it is
hard to keep it secure in the quiver hood
and not have it rattle when they shoot.
I have found the perfect solution to this
problem. All you really need is about 16
inches of 1/8 inch stretch cord. We set
folks up with a cord lock that secures

the cord to the quiver or arrow clip,
then stretch the cord between arrows
or along the blunt-tipped arrow and
secure it on the nock end. Just tie a knot
on the end of the stretch cord and this
knot will keep the cord in place within
the nock split. The 1/8 inch stretch cord
will fit perfectly in your nock groove and
the knot at the end will keep it in place.
The stretch cord will be shorter than
7/20/2019
the length of your arrow between
the
arrow clip and nock, so the stretch cord
will hold the arrow very securely in the
quiver hood. With this tension, you can
DCS_3483.jpg
even have a rubber blunt
sitting on the

hood foam and it will not move while
you are hiking around or, more importantly, when you shoot a different arrow.
Judo points come in a 100 or 125
grain screw-in version; a 120 grain, 5/16
inch glue-on version; or a 135 grain,
11/32 inch glue-on version. Many traditional archers shoot heavier points
than 125 grains. To use judos of heavier
weights, you can simply use broadhead adapters to obtain DCS_3477.jpg
a desired point
weight. Aluminum broadhead adapters
can commonly be found in weights
from 25 up to 42 grains. Steel broadhead adapters come in weights of 75,

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13GBi2W0EpCTczzQ3IH8TNebbdTsl8xnQ/view
A stretch cord anchored at the quiver
mounting block and running to the nock of the
blunt-tipped arrow applies just enough pressure to hold that stump-shooting arrow in
place at the quiver hood.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tZvosQ4J_tiM0fP0Lx8GAX2oTuC0MnC4/view
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give us a call for a free catalog on leather products
and traditional accessories made in colorado, u.s.a.

THE HUNT ISN’T OVER AT 60 YARDS.

IT HAS ONLY JUST BEGUN!
you can do this. we can help.

877-843-5559
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Stocking a variety of blunts (at right) and glue-on adaptors
(at right below) in various weights will let your traditional
customers set up stump-shooting arrows that simulate the
flight characteristics of their big-game arrows.

100 and 125 grains. See the picture at lower right to view a
judo with a variety of glue-in broadhead adapters.
At right are packaged judos, adder points, blunts
and VPA SGTs (small game thumpers). The SGTs’ glue-on
weights are 125, 150, 175, 200 and 250 grains.
The screw7/20/2019
in weights are 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 250 and 300 grains.
VPA offers an impressive variety for the archer’s needs.
These are called “small-game heads” (which they are highly
effective for) but they work almost as well as a judo for
not letting the arrow snake under grass, duff, pine needles
and other types of ground cover that could swallow your
arrows whole. With the VPA SGTs, you can use broadhead adapters with the glue-on models to obtain higher
weights not offered by any manufacturer. With a 250 grain
glue-on SGT and a 125 grain steel broadhead adapter, you
can build a 375 grain stump shooter/small-game head.
Talk about high FOC.
So, my friends, you now know how to firmly attach a
stump-shooting, range-roving head in your hunting quiver
and how to match up a head weight to shoot while you are
out hunting. There is no excuse to let your shooting skills
degrade during hunting season and plenty of opportunity
to make them better. Have fun; stay sharp.
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THANK YOU

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SuYXoeEeNZWjEkWg3-m0Xfa_LNy72rxF/view
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To the customers of The Bohning Company,
We wish to thank all of you for your trust and loyalty.
Bohning has engineered, manufactured and shipped its products from the same location East of Lake City, Michigan since 1946.
The company was started by Rollin Bohning, who was a chemist and archer. He developed many adhesive products while working
with Doug Easton and Fred Bear throughout the 1940’s, 50’s and 60’s. His daughter Martha and son-in-law Colby Johnson took over
the operations in the 1970’s and the product line continued to expand. In the late 1980’s the current owner, Colby’s son-in-law Larry
Griffith, assumed the day-to-day operations. It has been during his tenure that Bohning engineers advanced Vanes and Nocks.
The Bohning Team lives, works, and serves the Archer from one of the most beautiful places on this earth. The company tradition
and guiding principles have not changed “We build to the highest quality standards, products that our customers demand and
use to fulfill life long dreams on the range or in the field.”
As we like to say here at Bohning… ”It’s in our Vanes”
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HeJ6R9kVhVqnhBWX9-fo6UPVV3cj2smT/view
7361 N 7 Mile Rd, Lake
City, MI. 49651 • 231.229.4247 • www.bohning.com
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